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RENSA FILTRATION ANNOUNCES ACQUISITION  
OF AIR FILTERS, INC. 

Acquisition makes Rensa a full-suite supplier of innovative air filtration products 

 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS – November 30, 2020 – Rensa Filtration, a family of filtration 

companies that manufacture best-in-class air filtration products, acquired Texas-

based Air Filters, Inc. (AFI). AFI is a full-line filtration manufacturer with over 65 years 

of experience servicing industries from airports and automotive to medical and 

museums.  

 

AFI specializes in custom and high-volume manufacturing to meet any air filtration 

need, from filters to custom parts. Products include pleated air filters to HEPA filters 

as well as a complete line of Aire-Loc™ fore-market metal HVAC and HEPA 

housings. AFI’s pleated air filters–including the patented Expand-A-Pleat™—round 

out Rensa Filtration’s portfolio, making Rensa a turnkey supplier of high-quality, 

innovative air filtration products.  

 

“AFI is an exceptional filtration company that shares Rensa’s commitment to 

outstanding service, continuous improvement and product innovation,” said Brandon 

Ost, CEO of Rensa Filtration. “By bringing AFI into our family, Rensa is now a one-

stop filtration shop servicing all of our customers’ needs.” 
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“Joining forces with Rensa is a tremendous opportunity to complement our 

capabilities and to benefit from the depth of experience Brandon and his team bring,” 

said Anthony Dimicelli, President and CEO of AFI. “Together we will produce even 

more innovations, more new ideas, and more new products for our customers, and 

that is what will take AFI to the next level.” 

 

AFI is Rensa’s fifth acquisition since its inception in 2017. Other members of the 

Rensa family include Maryland-based Viskon-Aire®, Illinois-based Permatron®, 

Michigan- and Ohio-based RoboVent® and Michigan-based D-Mark, Inc®. Rensa 

will continue to look to add high-growth companies that are interested in being part of 

a family of leading-edge filtration suppliers. 

 

### 

 

About Rensa Filtration 
Rensa Filtration is a family of companies dedicated to air filtration. By investing in 

innovation and the people that drive it, Rensa manufactures best-in-class solutions 

that keep environments safe and industries thriving. The company was founded in 

2017 by industry veteran Brandon Ost and private investment partners.  For more 

information, visit: Rensa Filtration. 

 

About Air Filters, Inc. 
Air Filters, Inc. is a specialty air filter manufacturer dedicated to individualized 

customer service and support for all HVAC, industrial ventilation, filter housing and 

air purification needs. Bringing over 65 years of industry experience and driven by a 

culture of innovation, AFI holds several patents for new, cutting-edge filtration 

products. For more information, visit: Air Filters, Inc. 
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